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Abstract
Building articulated models with contact surfaces is a common task in Computer Graphics and Multibody Dynamics
settings. However, articulated models such as armatures, rigs or kinematic structures are usually built with tedious
mouse-keyboard inputs or, even worse, text-based interfaces where the user numerically specifies body transformations and joint types. Programs like Blender, Maya or OpenSim use this kind of approach. Alternatively, sketching on an interactive surface provides a familiar way to define such articulated models as the user can draw directly
the content. In this paper, a sketch-based interface which aids the design of articulated models is here presented. In
order to evaluate modeling efficiency, we did a comparative study between the proposed interface and conventional
WIMP software, as well as integrating superovoidal shapes as primitives in our piece of software due to its vast use
in illustration. User tests were done on both lay and professional users that did 3D modeling, along with some others
trying to determine how to calligraphically recognize superovoids. We prove that the interface enables speed sculpting that can be used not only in humanoid design but for an arbitrary character or mechanical system and determine
a way to classify superovoids calligraphically. A type of interface that, even though it gained the reputation of being
used for “quick and dirty” tasks, has increasingly surprised us of its viability in the completion of highly detailed
tasks.

Keyword: Sketched Based Interface and Modeling, 3D articulated models, dynamic interaction, ovoidal shapes.

There is geometry in the humming of the strings, there is music in the spacing of the spheres. - Pythagoras,
quoted in The Mystery of Matter (1965) edited by Louise B. Young, p. 113
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Resumo
Construir modelos articulados com superfícies tácteis é uma tarefa comum em Computação Gráfica e nas definições
de Multibody Dynamics. No entanto, rigs, estruturas esqueléticas ou kinemáticas são habitualmente construídos
através de interfaces entediantes com parâmetros de entrada baseados em teclado e rato, ou pior ainda, em texto no
qual o utilizador tem de especificar numericamente todas as transformações geométricas bem como as juntas. Programas como o Blender, Maya ou OpenSim abordam a modelação 3D desta maneira. Não obstante, esboçar numa
superfície táctil proporciona ao utilizador não só uma forma intuitiva de definir os mesmos modelos articulados,
mas também pode fazê-lo enquanto desenha o conteúdo directamente. Neste paper, será apresentado uma interface
baseada em esboços servindo de ferramenta no design de modelos articulados. Para avaliar a eficiência da modelação, fizemos um estudo comparativo entre a interface proposta e os softwares convencionais equipados com interacção WIMP, assim como a utilização de figuras denominadas superovoids como primitivas no nosso software
devido ao uso frequente das mesmas em ilustração. Foram realizados testes com utilizadores leigos e profissionais
na área de modelação 3D, juntamente com outros testes tentando determinar como classificar caligraficamente um
superovoid. Provamos que a interface permite speed sculpting que pode ser usado tanto em design de humanoides
como numa personagem arbitraria ou sistema mecânico e descobrimos uma maneira de reconhecer superovoids
caligraficamente. Um tipo de interface que apesar de ter ganho a reputação de “rapido e sujo”, tem vindo a surpreender-nos cada vez mais com sua viabilidade em realizar tarefas altamente detalhados.

Palavras-chave: Sketched Based Interface and Modeling, modelos articulados 3D, interacção dinâmica, formas
ovoidais.
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation
When one’s desire is to learn how to draw an owl and starts browsing the internet for images or tutorials, some-

thing like in Fig. 1.1 may be found and even though it is a joke, there is some truth to it. As the famous Disney
animator Glen Keane explains on how The Beast from Beauty and the Beast came to be1, every drawing starts from
very simple shapes that then morph, having additional detail put on them, becoming, in the end, the complex structure that everyone wows to.

Fig. 1.1 How to draw an owl meme. The author of this image remains unknown2.

3D modeling can be treated in a similar fashion and there are many approaches (e.g., Edge/Contour Modeling,
NURBS/Spline Modeling, Digital Sculpting, Procedural Modeling, Image-Based Modeling, 3D Scanning, etc.); one
of them, Box/Subdivision Modeling, is you start with a very simple shape, such as a sphere or a cylinder, and then
modify its given geometry (faces, edges, even vertices) to obtain a more complex one. After reiterating this process
many times, you will obtain the model you were trying to make. However, using the model as it is in any kind of
simulation may come as a hard challenge when working with a large scene with many different objects, as well as

1

<https://youtu.be/dZrbaYCnYnc>

2

<http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/how-to-draw-an-owl>
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limited computer power and memory. This is due to the fact that most 3D complex shapes are concave making it
very costly to make calculations in real time. 3D modeling is the art of making tradeoffs between creating an asset
as small as possible in terms of memory and maintaining its beauty with as much detail as possible. The complexity
of the model may also vary depending on the importance of it, of how many times the user sees it or how far it is
from the camera. For collision calculation for instance, you may not be able to use the original mesh as your hitbox
in some situations, since some simulations have thousands of collisions being processed simultaneously in order to
be realistic, such as the meteor shower spell from the game Magicka3. To bypass this problem, engineers use multiple convex shapes in such a way that even though it is not the exact shape of the mesh, it does not interfere with
the user’s perception of it. Polygonal meshes for instance, are a gold standard to represent contact geometries in
games and in interactive applications. They use low-resolution meshes4 to model the geometric loci of candidate
locations for contact interaction. But whenever they are not used, objects such as boxes, spheres and capsules are
considered as contact geometry of the model5.

Fig. 1.2 Mario from Super Smash Bros. Brawl6 and his collision representation (hitboxes), composed of spheres and capsules.
Image from SmashWiki, 20145.

The combination of geometric primitives with articulated skeletons can, thus, express the general features of
an articulated object, even though they are composed by simple graphical elements (see Fig. 1.3). Additionally,
algorithms such as collision detection, mesh generation, pattern recognition (Feng & Pavlidis, 1975), Minkowski
sum computation (Agarwal et al., 2000), motion planning (Hert & Lumelsky, 1998), skeletonization (Lien & Amato,
2006), and origami folding (DeCarlo et al., 2003) perform more efficiently on convex objects. And it is because
they are simple that they are easy to draw. This emerges some very interesting trade-offs not only between the
geometric quality and the number of parameters (i.e., with few parameters it is possible to obtain a satisfiable shape)
but as well as between the geometric quality and the amount of defined geometry (i.e., with few geometric shapes I
can represent a big part of the original object). Conventional software tools used for this purpose like Blender
(Blender Online Community, 2016), Maya (Autodesk, Inc., 2016b) or 3DS Max (Autodesk, Inc., 2016a) offer a
Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer (WIMP) interface which has very well-known limitations regarding its efficiency

3

<https://youtu.be/dZrbaYCnYnc>

4

<https://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Hitbox>

5

<http://www.ssbwiki.com/Hitbox>, <http://blog.counter-strike.net/index.php/2015/09/12492/>

6

<http://www.smashbros.com/wii/en_us/>
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and expressiveness, i.e., the speed of the workflow and the quantity of diverse information it can relay to the user.
Other types of interface like Natural User Interface (NUI) offer a more user-friendly approach (Wigdor & Wixon,
2010). A NUI aim to provide a seamless user experience where the technology is almost invisible; to be able to
quickly transition from novice to expert. It is effectively a user interface which is invisible and where the word
“natural” refers to the ease of interaction rather than the interface being intuitive. There are several design strategies,
among them is the use of a Reality User Interface (RUI), also known as Reality-Based Interfaces (RBI) methods,
which an example of it would be a wearable computer in order to render the real-world object interactable, merging
thus cyberspace and the real world. This type of interface is often accompanied by multi-modality, where the touch
modality would be the most adequate for drawing or 3D modeling using the pen and paper metaphor, very wellknown among artists and designers. However, although interactive surfaces have begun to crawl into the everyday
work life of a designer, certain features still lack better graphical interfaces, better ways to evoke calligraphically
an ovoid as well as to quickly sketch the skeleton of the model or to define the type of joint adjusting its range of
motion.

Fig. 1.3 (a) An exact convex decomposition (ECD) (left) and an approximate convex decomposition (ACD) (right) with convexity less than 0.04 of the David model have 85,132 and 66 components, resp. (b) The convex hulls of the ACD components
represent David’s shape. Even with just the convex hulls, we can still perceive the general features of the model. (Lien, 2006)

Superovoids are by nature a geometric primitive for only having a handful of parameters defining it. In fact, they
are often used for character design to define the different unique silhouettes or base shapes of the many characters
of an animation or a game (see Fig. 1.4 and Fig. 1.5). It is a shape that despite its simplicity and its many uses in
regular drawing and character design, has yet, as of today, to be implemented in many software packages as a
primitive (Unity 3D, Unreal Engine 4, Blender, Maya, etc.).

3

The main motivation of this thesis of type project consist in the study and comparison of WIMP and Sketch
Based Interface and Modeling (SBIM) interfaces for 3D modeling. If SBIM can make an interaction more userfriendly while making suitable general articulated structures, analyzing its viability with proficient and lay users
and testing it with ovoidal shapes as primitives.

Fig. 1.4 Drawing taken from (Barber, 2006) illustrating the proportions of the human face. Here you can see that the human
face, viewed from the front (left), as well as the ear seen from the side (right) is an upside-down egg shape.

Fig. 1.5 Sketch of 40 different silhouettes for Tara, a possible Overwatch character, in her original and alternate skins. It is
important that each individual has a different base shape since in a FPS, real-time information process is essential and knowing
immediately which character is in front of you is the difference between being able to counter the enemy’s attack and dying.
(Mapithak, 2017)

4

1.2

Problem Statement
We know that WIMP interfaces, generally speaking, are not meant for sketching, but are rather specialized in

producing highly precise drawings. On the other hand, SBIM is not only a good base concept for an interface (i.e.
drawings), but can also generates precise models with great efficiency (we will expand on this subject later on, in
section 4). As such, our hypothesis is as follows: If tasks like modeling and curves and surfaces drawing become
natural to accomplish with SBIM, then the latter will improve the workflow of designing skeleton structures and
simple contact geometries when compared to conventional WIMP interfaces.
The confirmation or rejection of this hypothesis shall be determined by analyzing few examples with both types
of software, reviewing four examples of conventional WIMP tools as well as a handful SBIM pieces of software
developed by several researchers along with our own methodology.

1.3

Scopes and objectives
The main aim of this thesis is to compare WIMP and SBIM interfaces in the case of 3D modeling of general

articulated shapes composed of a skeleton structure and primitive shapes based mesh. If SBIM interfaces prove to
be more efficient for this kind of task, then this type of software design can be considered as an appealing alternative
to conventional WIMP ones. We also aim to see the viability of ovoidal shapes as primitives in 3D modeling applications.
To accomplish this, we will be continuing the work of an application called Multibody Sketcher (Gonçalves,
2015). With this work, we will be giving the following contributions:

2

-

A SBIM for the construction of the skeleton structure.

-

A pattern recognition algorithm of ovoidal shapes using the CALI library (Fonseca et al. 2002).

-

Implementation of superovoids as a primitive shape in Multibody Sketcher.

-

User test study of the Multibody Sketcher application with both laypeople and proficient users.

Related Work
Given the limitations of WIMP interfaces when it comes lay users, or even just to turn the process more intuitive,

many have tried to tackle this problem proposing various options. (Jacobson et al., 2014) suggest a tangible and
modular input device as a viable method. In their paper, they talk about modular, interchangeable, and hot-pluggable
parts as input devices for their software. The latter then creates a skeleton with that precise shape and links it to the
desired mesh. The user can then play around with the physical parts as the program updates, in real time, the position
and rotation of the 3D model. This method indeed quickens the process of creating and applying transformations to
a specific skeleton, intelligently adapting its shape to the mesh in the viewport. However, it does not seem to improve
the workflow of other tasks other than rotation of the joints, scaling of the model or rigging, not to mention that
tangible interfaces are known to be more expensive than conventional WIMP ones due to the physical parts that
come with the software. Additionally, the physical pieces have a lifespan and when that lifespan ends, you must
either pay even more for new parts, or, worst case scenario, the software does not work anymore since it is missing
essential components.

5

Another method that many authors tried is SBIM. This technique, as the name suggests, is based in freeform
strokes that the user does and depending on, for example, the shape of the drawing or the angle between long
approximately straight lines, the software interprets different inputs that are then processed through the system
pipeline. (Thorn et al., 2004) developed a system which is capable of, given a sketch of a character done previously,
processing a series of continuous sequence of lines, arcs, and loops, and turn them into motion or animation to be
done by that character. The main benefit behind this kind of interface is that with a single stroke you can intuitively
execute actions in seconds what in conventional software tools would have taken hours or maybe even more. Not
only that, the commands become much easier to learn, hence speeding up the learning curve. Do not get mistaken
however; companies like Wacom7, that specialize in graphics tablets, have for the latter software mainly dedicated
to art creation and use a pen to produce highly detailed drawings. It is not a SBIM however, since it relies in windows, menus, and pointers but instead of using mouse clicking to trigger buttons on the interface, it uses pen taping.
It does not use sketching as a way to interpret a command, hence being a WIMP interface and not SBIM. These
tablets are extremely expensive as well, not being necessarily accessible to the common user, around 2 000$. Moreover, the user must wear a special glove while drawing with the pen on the tablet to not feed input with his or her
hand.

2.1

Skeleton generation
Sketch based interfaces application are being actively researched and developed by the scientific community.

This kind of interface mainly relies on the intuition of the user, offering, thus, a much simpler way of providing
inputs, like hand-drawn sketches. To ease the user’s experience, the system imposes constraints and automates
repetitive and predictable tasks. As such, the production of a 3D articulated model becomes almost effortless and
can be used in visual communication between teams for example (Olsen et al., 2009).
Teddy from (Igarashi et al., 1999) stands out as a very popular system for model sketching. Through 2D cursor
strokes, the application is able to create freeform 3D shapes. The latter are created and filled in real time and intuitive
editions such as extrusions, cutting and deformation are achievable by drawing on top of the 3D models. Thanks to
the fact that the system uses 2D strokes as input, this allows to transfer very easily the application to touch devices
with touch-screens or pen tablets instead of the typical mouse-keyboard set. Moreover, the system is so intuitive
that even after 10 minutes of tutorial and practice, a child managed to sketch a 3D elephant with Teddy.
Due to complexity of skeleton generation for 3D models with conventional tools, (Zheng et al., 2010) made a
system that, through sketches in a touch-screen made by the user; the latter can generate a skeleton structure for a
preexisting model (Fig. 2.1). The user simply draws freeform lines on top of the 3D articulated character and the
bones are created automatically. The structure of the skeleton for a 3D humanoid should look something like a stick
figure. If there is a region of the stroke where the stroke becomes too curved or bent, the user can segment that
stroke and subdivide it into multiple bones. Bones that belong to the same region of the body (e.g. hand, leg) form
a cluster, bearing in mind the sketches done by the user as well as the structure of the original mesh. The resulting

7

<http://www.wacom.com/en-us>
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skeleton can then be used for animation of the model it is linked to. However, the algorithm falters when leading
with meshes that have body parts that are merged with others like the Stanford Bunny model8.
(Yang & Wunsche, 2009) in their paper highlight the importance of animated models for simulations and the
virtual world and suggest that the underlying pen-and-paper metaphor to be very intuitive and effective given the
fact that in many applications it is possible, with approximate models, to have an efficient model creation and
animation suitable for untrained users. As such, in order to simplify the task of 3D animation, they completely
automatized the generation of a skeleton out of 2D strokes drawn by the user. Through the contours of the shape,
the algorithm produces a set of bones and joints which are then rigged to the 3D mesh for animation (Fig. 2.2).
Since the algorithm has no knowledge of the nature of the shape or the physical context it is in, due to its automation,
some joints might be mistakenly configured. The main goal is to create a plausible skeleton. Experimental tests
results show that humanoid skeletons were generated in half a second and the animation could run in real time.

(c)

Fig. 2.1 Process of skeleton construction with (Zheng et al., 2010)’s system. First you sketch the bones on top of the mesh (a),
then the system optimizes and smooths the skeleton bones while segmenting each part of the body (b). After that, it generates
the skeleton joints either tip-joint, inner-joint or boundary-joint (c). Finally, the system connects the skeleton bones from different
mesh parts to their corresponding boundary joints to form the final skeleton structure in (d).

Fig. 2.2 Examples of sketched models. The joints separating movable components are indicated by thick blue dotted lines. The
root of the hierarchical skeleton for skeletal animation is indicated by a red dot. (Yang & Wunsche, 2009)

The Virtual Human Sketcher (Mao et al., 2009) takes another kind of approach. The methods described earlier,
either allowed the user to generate a skeleton on top of an existing mesh or create the skeleton automatically off of
the contours of the 3D mesh. (Mao et al., 2009) developed a tool that first requests the user to draw human stick
figure as a reference for the skeleton. The stickman, interpreted as a 3D pose, is then fleshed-out using hand drawn
shapes. Body fat distribution models are then run to extract its natural shape. The user can then re-edit the 3D
articulated figure by drawing on top of it. Once this is done, the 3D model can then be animated thanks to the
stickman drawn in the first phase (Fig. 2.3). Tests results show that in terms of learning curve and modeling time,

8

<http://graphics.stanford.edu/data/3Dscanrep/>
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the Virtual Human Sketcher was overall less time-consuming than other software packages such as Teddy (Igarashi
et al., 1999), 3DS MAX (Autodesk, Inc., 2016a) and Poser9.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.3 Sketch-based human body modelling and modification pipeline (Mao et al., 2009). In (a) you draw the skeleton of the
3D model, in (b) you flesh-out the stickman and in (c) the humanoid is ready for animation. Note that this software package is
specialized in generating human bodies whereas others like (Yang & Wunsche, 2009) draw any kind of 3D articulated model.

2.2

Posing and animation
The same way (Yang & Wunsche, 2009) said that the pen-and-paper metaphor is intuitive and effective for

creating 3D models, the same could be said for posing and animation. (Guay et al., 2013) saw that potential and
made a software package based on the concept of the line of action (LOA), a drawing concept used by cartoonists
and illustrators as a way to pose different articulated characters; a line that the whole body follows (Fig. 2.4). The
way the system interacts is very simple: you draw a line with a single stroke and the model “automagically” aligns
according to that line of action. This means that in a few minutes you can produce poses that would have taken
hours with other pieces of software. The way the user is able to edit the full length of the body just with one line of
action is through a rotating camera that he/she can change, restricting the line action to the viewing plane. So, if for
example a person wants to change the position of the knees, he/she will position the camera sideways to the character
and then draw the line. However, this method poses a limitation: the bones can no longer twist when orthogonal to
the viewing direction. Secondary lines were used for the arms or legs in order to twist the upper and lower bodies,
although it did not completely solve the issue. Tests ran by the authors show that their tool is much less timeconsuming than Maya (Autodesk, Inc., 2016b); for a complete Muybridge sequence, (Guay et al., 2013) took six
minutes to create compared to twenty-two from Maya. Once again, this system contrasts traditional animation techniques and allows with a single stroke to modify an extensive number of parameters of the 3D articulated model,
simplifying the interface, making it more user-friendly contrarily to software like Maya or Blender.
The same team that developed the program described just above went even further in another work. (Guay et
al., 2015) presented what they called space-time sketching of character animation. Here the authors used the concept
of a dynamic line of action (DLOA), which is very similar to LOA concept, but a bit different. It still represents the

9

<http://my.smithmicro.com/poser-3d-animation-software.html>
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body line of the character, but, in this case, it is its positioning it over a certain period of time. So, before they
developed a system able to pose characters off a single freeform line and then create a sequence of animation. Here,
from a single stroke they can define a whole sequence of animation, which is quite the improvement. Once again,
the user can change perspective and then alter other parts of the body of the 3D articulated model overtime; the
wings of a dragon while flying for example. The system can do many types of animations like bouncing, rolling,
twisting as well as altering the whole body line mid-action (Fig. 2.5). The tests ran by the team show that spacetime curves have a speed-up factor as high as 20 compared to keyframes. However, this system is limited to simple
character morphologies since multi-legged figures like a humanoid or a cat, is a more complex problem which was
not explored in this paper; the authors focused essentially on planar movements as well as out-of-plane secondary
motions and twists.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.4 In yellow, on the left, are the bones forming the body line that will be deformed according to the sketched line of action.
On the right is the result after solving the line of action problem. In (b), the body line goes from the head to a foot, whereas in
(a), it goes from a hand to a foot. (Guay et al., 2013)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.5 Example of a lamp post rolling animation creation with space-time sketching. The user sketches a loop shape (a). The
resulting motion blends between the key frames at the side (b) and a path-following DLOA in the middle section of the stroke
between self-intersecting points. (c) is the intermediate DLOA before a trajectory correction (solid) and the final DLOA is
ghosted. (Guay et al., 2015)
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Following the same footsteps, SketchiMo (Choi et al., 2016) was developed. SketchiMo is a software package
that relies on lines of the motion of the 3D character to do animation editing. They offer different types of visualization for maximum flexibility in terms of the possible motions the model can have (Fig. 2.6). In the global sketch
space, while the user is watching snapshots of the 3D model at different timestamps, he can alter the body line or
temporal joints by drawing freeform lines of the new trajectory. In local sketch space the animator examines and
edits the joint trajectory according to its parent. In the dynamic sketch space, the movement is displayed almost
horizontally giving a better perspective of the flow of the movement overtime, allowing, thus, a more precise temporal control of the motion. In their user test, the authors proposed to many users with different skillsets, from
novice to five years of experience in character rigging, to edit and improve certain clips. These include animation
of Martial Arts, Parkour, Taekwondo, Golf, Dunk and Ballet. A novice user completed the Martial Arts animation
in 2min. 30s. and the Golf one in 7min. 40s. Despite the big flexibility of movement, SketchiMo does not support
extensive manipulation of time, because even if we use dynamic time warping in a walking animation it would only
ease the problem, since the user would observe unnatural long strides. They also mention in the end of their paper
that they would like to merge their concept with the one of (Guay et al., 2015), seeing that SketchiMo edits the
movements through strokes and does not actually create them.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 2.6 SketchiMo and its different types of visualization: a joint path in world space (a), the relationship between a joint and
its parent (b), between two coordinated body parts (c), or the temporal character of the movement (d), the latter meaning in
dynamic sketch space. All the lines you see are configurable. On the right, you see an edited dunking animation. (Choi et al.,
2016)

2.3

Drawing recognition applications
Alternatively to some methods discussed previously, (Feng et al., 2017) built MagicToon, an interactive model-

ing application with mobile augmented reality (AR) that allows the user to capture a 2D cartoon drawing on a sheet
of paper and build its corresponding 3D model that can then edit and transform in order to create your scene. Thanks
to the dark edges surrounding the drawing, the system is able to detect and split the image into several regions which
are then textured and inflated inside the application to create a believable 3D model. The user can also apply affine
transformations to the model with the proper gesture once it is inside the application; drag for translation, pinch for
scale and dragging circular gesture for the rotation. It is also possible duplicating an object by double tapping. And
probably the most interesting feature is the fact that you can animate the model. It supports simple animations by
interpolating positions, rotations and scales between two end points by default, as well as advanced character animations. The user places nine particular joints on the model, such as joints for the head and shoulders and the system
will automatically rig it. Test results showed that children could quickly and easily obtain personalized cartoon
model in a few minutes and preferred MagicToon than the other application the authors proposed. This system,
however, is not exempt from limitations; since the system searches for a dark color as its outline, surrounding
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environments, such as the lighting conditions, shadowing and reflections, may sometimes interferes with the robustness of the segmentation algorithm (e.g. a drawing of a tree where the trunk has a dark brown color and a black
outline surrounding it). Additional objects sketched on top of the main drawing are flat, since the algorithm only
inflates the main object, meaning that if you drew a decorated Christmas tree, you would not see the bumps on the
texture for the representation of the decorations. The system preforms better for front-view cartoon drawings and
produces odd models if this is not the case. Finally, the mesh generation algorithm cannot generate sharp models
such as cubes.
Playsketch is another application similar to the previous one. Unfortunately, at time of writing of this thesis,
there was no documentation to be found concerning the developers of the software as well as date of release, only
a main site where there is a video explaining what the application can do, as well as links to their social media
pages10. Assuming that this piece of software is from Dec.- Jan. 2015 (first tweet made on their Twitter page 11), it
is capable of capturing drawing made on a sheet of paper as well as other real items available on your desk and
convert them into interactable objects inside the application. The user can then use these objects to create game
assets, like making the drawing of a track for car racing game, or little aliens out of plasticine to use them as the
asset for the enemies in a Space Invaders game. Since no documentation about the software is available at the time
of the writing, not much can be said regarding the system’s limitations.

Fig. 2.7 Main operations supported by MagicToon. (a) The Elephant example has some over-segmented regions. The user drags
a finger through those regions to merge them. (b) The user can translate, rotate and scale a model through certain gestures. (c)
The user can double tap on the virtual plane to make a copy of the tree model. (d) The user can edit the end point of an animation
through affine transformations. (Feng et al., 2017)

BlobMaker (Araújo & Jorge, 2003) is a 3D surface modeling software using variational implicit surfaces. This
program, with a post-WIMP interface (i.e. regular WIMP interface that contains one or more additional interaction
techniques that does not depend on 2D widget such as menus and icons), tackles the problem of the generation of
free-form shapes using. From a 2D stroke, the system inflates the shape into a 3D figure and generates it inside the
software. The user can then merge the different blobs by going into the corresponding mode and drawing a line
connecting both shapes. It is also possible to deform/oversketch an existing blob, to make translation, rotation and

10

<http://playsketch.com/>

11

<https://twitter.com/getplaysketch/status/681940751773732865>
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cloning operations, to show the wireframe mesh as well as basic undo and redo operations. To create the 3D shape,
the piece of software first reads, interprets, filters and verifies the 2D stroke drawn by the user, then creates a 2D
skeleton, mapping it to a 3D contour next, to finally generate a Variational Implicit Surface (VIS), a smooth shape
that respect a set of constraints, in order to represent the blob which matches the contour’s skeleton. This software
is well suited for designers that are familiar with pen and pencil metaphor, but are not used to manipulate with
geometrical constraints or internal representation details of NURBS. Authors state that the system still lacks NURBS
primitives, which can be a nerve-wracking to implement if we want to derive compact constrained representations
from free form primitives. User tests still need to be conducted to analyze the viability of the software, but the
system is indeed promising.
As exposed in this section and in the previous one, the state-of-the-art for WIMP and SBIM interfaces for 3D
modeling and animation focuses on highly detailed models and simpler models respectively. However, in order to
rigorously confirm or refuse our hypothesis we need look into a few methodologies of each type of interface. In the
next section we will be viewing exactly how Blender handles 3D modeling, as well as briefly mentioning other
WIMP applications. You can also check the different pieces of software presented in this section organized and
categorized in Appendix A.

3

Windows Icons Menus and Pointer (WIMP) interfaces
When considering physics-based simulations, such as car accident like Madymo 12, game scene simulation like

Mario from Super Smash Bros. Brawl13 or doll creation like Smart Doll from Danny Choo 14, it is crucial, for their
efficiency and accuracy, to have a 3D representation of it. As such, it becomes important to study the different
approaches of creating 3D representations. Most modeling applications use Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer
(WIMP) interface well suited for precision work. Nevertheless, software packages like Maya (Autodesk, Inc.,
2016b) or Blender (Blender Online Community, 2016) can prove to be very complex to utilize and have a very steep
learning curve for effective usage. These interfaces possess displaying toolbars, regions, hidden regions, tabs, windows, etc., that are scattered throughout the whole screen making it very overwhelming for first-time users that not
only do not know how the program works, but might also not have all the knowledge in Computer Graphics to
understand each and every setting that the software has available (Fig. 3.1). Newcomers might, thus, feel discouraged
to learn and to improve their skills in this area of work given the complexity of the interface. Furthermore, conventional software tools work with mouse-keyboard and this can be a problem for many reasons:
-

Certain tasks with mouse and keyboard can prove to be slow and tedious, such as generating and adjusting
several convex shapes to a 3D model to form a mesh collider or creating and rigging body parts like the
hand.

-

Mapping 2D translations of the mouse into 3D transformations is not trivial and can sometimes be nervewracking for the user to achieve the desired results.

12

TASS International Software and Services (2016), <https://www.tassinternational.com/madymo>.

13

<http://www.smashbros.com/wii/en_us/>

14

<http://www.dannychoo.com/en/post/27350/Smart+Doll.html>
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Fig. 3.1 Blender default screen. Here you can clearly see the overwhelmingly complex interface of the software. On the top lefthand side, you can see several tabs relating to possible geometrical transformations to the selected shape, creation of new ones,
relations and groups, animation, physics and drawing tools. In the center is the main part of the interface, the 3D viewport, where
the user sees and edits his/her scene. On the right you have two menu bars; the first one contains geometrical properties of the
selected shape (position, rotation, scale, etc.), 3D cursor position, shading, etc., as well as other plugins installed by the user. The
second menu bar possesses a hierarchy of the different shapes present in the 3D viewport as well as several other tabs/icons with
a big number of settings options for each one. Finally, in the bottom, you can see the Timeline used for animation. But as you
can tell from the red square on the left side, the are other Editor Types each one with an equally complex interface, not to mention
that some of them might have different modes (e.g., in the 3D viewport, you have Object Mode, Edit Mode, Pose Mode if you
are selecting an armature, etc.)

3.1

Blender
Blender (Blender Online Community, 2016) is a software package where the user can assemble highly detailed

meshes and link them to equally complex skeletons for the creation animated films, visual effects, art, 3D printed
models, interactive 3D applications and video games through mouse and key-board interactions. Despite being
largely used by people who want to learn 3D modeling and even by companies (e.g., Character Mill15, Flip Design16,
etc.), it is not exempt of drawbacks. Imagine a scenario where the user wants the software to produce a series of
different shapes in Blender. The person would have, to each time he or she wants to spawn in the desired shape into
the 3D viewport, to go to the list of different shapes in the toolbar on the left in the Create section, search for the
desired shape, a cube for example, and then click. Then rinse and repeat for every single shape, cone, torus, cylinder,
etc. So, a lot of back and forth for such a simple task. Of course, Blender tries to speed up the process by providing
shortcuts like Shift-A that, if the mouse is inside the viewport, provides a menu in its current position of the different

15

<http://www.charactermill.com/>

16

<http://www.flipdesign.co.nz/>
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shapes you can generate. But this forces the user to remember a lot of shortcuts in order to have a good workflow
(Fig. 3.2).
Specifically, for the construction of an armature in Blender you follow a similar procedure with additional steps.
You spawn a bone like you would spawn a shape, i.e. in Object Mode, press Shift-A, go into Armature and select
Single Bone. This spawns a bone facing upward with its back joint in position of the cursor. Then there are several
ways to continue to edit and form the skeleton structure:
1.

You can go into Edit Mode select the joint you want to continue from and then press E to extrude, i.e. to
make a new bone with its origin joint connected to the end joint of the previous one. You may then apply
the basic geometry transformations to edit the bone’s correct position (translation, rotation, scale), as well
as duplicating your objects with Alt-D or switching the bone direction with Alt-F.

2.

Instead of extruding each individual bone you can create a huge bone connecting the pelvis to the neck, for
example, and then you select that bone in Edit Mode, press W and pick the option Subdivide from the
dropdown menu (Fig. 3.3). This breaks each bone selected in two. You may then, similarly to the previous
point, apply the basic geometry transformations to edit the bone’s correct position (translation, rotation,
scale), as well as duplicating your objects with Alt-D or switching the bone direction with Alt-F.

3.

Last but not least, you can install a plugin called Skeleton Sketching; a more SBIM approach which allows
you, as the name indicates, to sketch a bone (Fig. 3.4). You draw a 3D line with the mouse, either freeform
or segments step by step, and from that, the system can create bones that will follows that line. You can
apply constraints to the number of bones it can generate, or you let it create the bones automatically and
then subdivide until you reach a structure consistent with the desired movements of the mesh by tinkering
with the Subdivisions slider. You then press the Convert Bones button to spawn the bones according to
your sketch. Another convenient feature is that you can constrain the drawing of the line to the inside of
the 3D mesh of your model avoiding all sorts of post editing trying to fit the skeleton structure inside the
mesh17.

17

<https://youtu.be/n8U0TJUJxrE?t=4m24s>, <https://youtu.be/aiAceXd7vsc>,
<https://www.blender.org/manual/rigging/armatures/bones/editing/sketching.html>.
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Fig. 3.2 Blender environment with Shift-A shortcut activated

Important to note that complementary to each one of the processes previously described, you can add modifiers
to the objects, allowing, for example, the user to construct only half of the skeleton structure using the mirror modifier if the latter is symmetric along an axis. As you can see, you have many ways to tackle the same problem,
offering, thus, a big number of degrees of freedom to the user. The first and second option are an excellent choice
for highly detailed models where you want the object to be in specific places, but are also very time consuming.
Blender, of course, tries to work around this providing many shortcuts and plugins, however, as discussed previously, the shortcuts forces the user to remember a lot of keys and combination of keys, making the learning curve
very steep and as for the plugins, the one specifically described in option 3, even though it allows the quick general
drawing of the model we have been discussing, it is still a mouse and keyboard interaction, not providing, therefore,
the feeling of drawing like when you draw on a sheet of paper. It is also important to consider that since it is an
indirect interaction with the model it loses in efficiency, although it is somewhat compensated by the small size of
the cursor according to Fitts’ law (Fitts, 1954).
We saw how to create and edit bone structures and how to create meshes, however, in order for a bone to influence and deform a mesh, both the latter and the former need to be linked to then make character we see in CG
animated movies or in games. In Blender, you do this by parenting them; the simplest way is to have both your
skeleton structure and mesh ready, you select firstly your mesh and then your skeleton, then, in Object Mode, press
Ctrl-P and in the dropdown menu select Armature Deform With Automatic Weights. This will automatically associate the mesh to your skeleton giving it automatic weight for the mesh deformation in the different parts of the
latter. Once this is done, you can then select armature and into Pose Mode and play around with the bones and see
your mesh deform (Fig. 3.5).
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Fig. 3.3 Blender in edit mode subdividing a bone

Fig. 3.4 Blender in edit mode sketching a bone. You can see the Skeleton Sketching add-on in the bottom right corner of the first
right menu bar where you can define the number of bones that appear as well as converting the sketch made into actual bones.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.5 Cylinder with a few loop cuts in the upright position (a) and deformed with Pose Mode (b). It is important to notice that
without the loop cuts you would not see the result in (b) since there would be no edges to bend. The golden rule is that for each
joint you must have at least on edge to allow deformation.

As you can see, this task is extremely good for high precision drawing and can produce very complex models
with the desired behavior. However, for simple models, like the base shape of a character, it becomes quite tedious
aligning everything perfectly so that the deformation looks realistic, when maybe we are not at that stage of the
design process yet. As stated previously, in early development of a character you want to be able to do quick sketches
according to an idea, a theme or even a few image models, but you do not want to spend too much time since you
might not like the result. The idea is to quickly do several iterations until you get a model you are satisfied with.
To sum up, Blender is an excellent tool for high precision drawing and has a good workflow for this kind of task
(Fig. 3.6), nevertheless, when deciding the look and feel of a character, this software package requires too much
work to get the model in place, therefore slowing this process which needs to be fast since we are not committing
to a design yet. Additionally, it lacks the direct touch interaction like the pencil with a sheet of paper. An argument
could be made in favor of Blender since the latter still supports the use digital drawing tablets, still, it is an indirect
interaction which is less similar to the way we do in real-life, hence being less efficient.

Fig. 3.6 The different steps taken by artist Ismael Fuentes in order to produce his digital sculpture in Blender, Cirila18, dedicated
to his grandmother. Important to notice in the first steps, the model is quite simple with general shapes of the figure and the artist
progressively adds detail until he is satisfied with the result. Notice how in the first image the head is a superovoid.
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<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TLb_CCoWn5o>, <https://www.ismaelfuentes.com/>
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3.2

Other WIMP interfaces
Maya (Autodesk, Inc., 2016b) is a software package that resembles Blender immensely due to the nature of the

functionality of both programs and the fact that they use the same type of interface. The process to create a skeleton
structure and link it to the mesh of the 3D model is almost identical: You first create your mesh having additional
geometry to support the deformation of the shape. Taking the case of the cylinder discussed for Blender, you would
create several cylinders and then merge them together using the Union tool. Then you go into the Rigging menu set,
select the Skeleton dropdown menu and click on Create Joints. After that you can set the sizes and radiuses of the
bones, and simply left click the positions of successive joints on the model; press Enter to finish19. As you can see,
it is very similar to the first option discussed on the Blender case with the extrude operation, so, naturally, the
tradeoffs referred previously also apply to this software package as well.
3DS Max (Autodesk, Inc., 2016a), made by the same developer, is a professional 3D computer graphics program
for making 3D animations, models, games and images, meaning that the major features are the same as Maya and
Blender (Advanced mesh and surface modeling, production-proven animation toolsets, realistic simulations and
effects, and production tools). Yet not only do they have different interfaces, but they have different layers of functionality. The core of 3DS Max is interacting with objects and to make basic transformation operations like in
Blender’s Object and Edit Mode (translation, rotation, scale, extrude). In her article20, Tay also describes 3DS Max
as having a more forgiving learning curve than Maya, that can be learned in under two months and that if you are
familiar with simpler modeling programs, you will find it very easy to use. Regarding the bone setup and physical
simulation, 3DS Max naturally follows a similar process as Blender and Maya due, again, to the nature of the
functionality of the programs and the fact that they use the same type of interface and as such the tradeoffs of this
program are identical as the two previous ones. There is a small difference for 3DS Max though, since bones do not
need to have the joints connected for the different components to be linked 21.
OpenSim (OpenSim Community, 2016) is another one of these WIMP systems. This software package lets the
user produce highly accurate models of humans and animals in order to understand their motion. This has many
applications in biomechanics like determining the length of a person’s hamstrings that is affected by Cerebral Palsy,
a group of permanent movement disorders that appear in early childhood where the most common symptoms are
poor coordination, stiff muscles, weak muscles, and tremors. Determining the length of these muscles is useful to
figure out if the patient can walk in a more upright posture by lengthening that muscle through surgery. It is also
used to examine and help patients with spinal cord injuries, determine how Tyrannosaurus Rex was able to run,
designing robots, etc. Tasks that require high precision, hence the WIMP interface. The platform itself is very similar
to Maya (Autodesk, Inc., 2016b) and Blender (Blender Online Community, 2016), it has a viewport where the model
is, there is a hierarchy with the different bones and muscles and a timeline on the top when a simulation running.
However, although less crowded, it still presents some complexity due to all the physical knowledge needed to
interact with the system since it is a software specialized in motion analysis.
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<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUPbbhnUXhY>
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‘3DS Max vs Maya: A Friendly Comparison’, Udemy Blog, <https://blog.udemy.com/3ds-max-vs-maya/>
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< https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owrMxpxBTI8>, <https://knowledge.autodesk.com/support/3ds-max/learnexplore/caas/CloudHelp/cloudhelp/2016/ENU/3DSMax/files/GUID-E6164716-CFA9-4DE9-9976-F8A58850461Fhtm.html>
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Given that all of these pieces of software are very well equipped for tasks with highly detailed models and that
SBIM applications have not, until today, been very popular for these kinds of tasks, SBIM have acquired this reputation of only being suitable for “quick-and-dirty” modeling tasks (Yang et al., 2005). Nevertheless, authors such
as (Olsen et al., 2009) try to tear down this image by trying to make viable option for the conventional tools currently
available. Pieces of software like Multibody Sketcher intend to fulfill that purpose and is small step in that direction.
In the next section we will go in further detail about this application, its different modes and features.

4

Multibody Sketcher, a SBIM application for 3D modeling
Multibody Sketcher is a system with a SBIM interface where the user can, through sketches and touch interac-

tions, easily assemble an articulated skeleton held together by joints, and flesh out each link with Smooth Convex
Surfaces (SCS) shapes such as ellipsoids, superellipsoids, ovoids and superovoids for organic figures (e.g., human,
dog, spider, etc.). This tool was designed to be operable on touch-screens devices such as tablets or table-tops. The
prototype of this application was made in Unity3D and its interface is shown in Fig. 4.1.
Multybody Sketcher’s workflow is divided in four modes. In Skeleton mode, the user sets the bone structure in
place; in Joint, the user defines the range of motion of each joint, that can then be tested in Physics mode; in Hitbox
mode, the user fleshes the model with SCS linked to its respective bone. Specifics of each mode will be described
in the following sections.

Fig. 4.1 Main interface of the developed Multibody Sketcher prototype, showing 4 different views of the sketched articulated
body example, a dog. (a) mode selection, (d) sub-mode selection, (b) addition or removal of perspectives, and general options,
(c) open-box camera selection widget, one for each perspective.

4.1

Skeleton Mode
In Skeleton mode, through sketches and touch based interactions, the user is able to create, extend and edit a

bone chain. By drawing in a blank canvas, in the case of a straight line, the system generates a single bone with two
joint at both ends of the stroke. If the angle, however, between segments is superior to a defined threshold (35º), the
software creates multiple bones, unless the stroke past that segment is too short, which in this case the bone is too
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short, making it hard to edit if it were to be created (Fig. 4.2). By taping and holding on top of an existing bone, the
user is able to split the latter in two, while dragging the generated joint to the desired position. By quickly taping
and dragging on top of a joint, the user creates another bone structure as he would in the case of the blank canvas,
but its root joint is the same as the one taped on the beginning of the stroke, linking, thus, both chains together
without further editing. By tapping and holding on top of an existing joint, the user can edit the latter’s position.
Consequently, in the previous version of the system, developed by (Gonçalves, 2015), the user could only do free
sketching. But this could lead to imprecisions on the skeleton structure, as in the general case scenario, both arms
should have the same length when creating a 3D humanoid. As such, it is useful to have constrained sketching and
in its newer version, Multibody Sketcher is capable of doing symmetrical drawings according to one plane; this is
possible with the sub-mode Symmetrical, which in the current version spawns both bone structures on the user’s
current touch as well as its symmetrical position according to the vertical axis that goes through the middle of the
screen (Fig. 4.3). Important to note that every feature supported in regular Skeleton mode is also supported in the
sub-mode Symmetrical and will edit the symmetrical bone/joint if there is one.

Fig. 4.2 Simple humanoid skeleton created in Multibody Sketcher in a sequence of screenshots. Blue segments are bones, green
spheres are joints. In (a) and (b), the light green line shows the paths drawn by the user. When the user releases his finger, the
system converts the line into a chain of bones and joints. (Gonçalves, 2015)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.3 Simple humanoid skeleton created in Multibody Sketcher in a sequence of screenshots using symmetrical sketching.
Blue segments are bones, green spheres are joints. In (a), the light green line shows the paths drawn by the user and the purple
is drawn by the system corresponding to the symmetrical position. When the user releases his finger, the system converts both
lines into a chain of bones and joints (b).

4.2

Joint and Physics Mode
In Joint mode, developed by (Gonçalves, 2015), you can select and edit a joint’s range of motion. By tapping

on top a bone, the system will open a pop-up window with sliders and a few buttons. By editing the former, the user
is controlling the joint’s angular degrees of freedom in each one of the 3 axes represented as pie charts which updates
in real-time with the change of the sliders (Fig. 4.4). The buttons are built-in presets commonly used in articulated
skeletons such as humanoids or four-legged animals. Once this is done, the user can then test the model in Physics
model, by tapping and dragging a joint; this will pull and twist the whole skeleton using inverse kinematics. Since
the main purpose of this mode is to test the range of movement of the joints, all modifications done in this mode are
temporary and will reset once the user changes mode.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.4 Joint edition panel in Multibody Sketcher. The 3D pie-chart models depict the range of movement in each axis of
rotation. These examples are the pre-configured joints through buttons available in the panel: hinge (a), pivot (b) and elbow (c)
joints. (Gonçalves, 2015)
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4.3

Hitbox Mode
In Hitbox mode, the user can directly associate a generated primitive shape to a bone by drawing its form on top

of the latter. The recognition of these drawings is done using the CALI library (Fonseca et al., 2002), being, thus,
limited to simple geometrical shapes (i.e., circles, rectangles, ellipses, diamond, etc.). Once the recognition is done,
CALI returns the name of the type of the shape as well as its geometrical properties so Multibody Sketcher can,
with these, spawn the figure. Important to notice that since CALI is a 2D recognizer, while generating the shapes,
Multibody Sketcher has to apply a default value to the third dimension for it to be 3D and not 2D. By dragging,
making circular and pinch movement with a two-finger interaction to these spawned figures, the user is able to
move, rotate and scale the generated mesh respectively. The user can, by double taping and holding on top of an
existing mesh, invoke the superellipsoid widget, allowing him/her sliding the finger the desired shape displayed on
the interface. Since we want to analyze the viability of superovoids as a primitive shape, we added to previous
version done by (Gonçalves, 2015) the possibility to summon a similar widget by tapping and holding on top of a
mesh and instead modeling the shape into a superellispoid, he/she models it into a superovoid (Fig. 4.6).
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4.5 Creation of contact geometries in Multibody Sketcher, via calligraphic sketching. The user’s strokes (a) are interpreted
to create a 3D ellipsoid (b), which can then be deformed as a superellipsoid (c), as well as rotated, translated and scaled. More
than one shape can be attached to the same bone (d). (Gonçalves, 2015)

Fig. 4.6 Deformation of the mesh as a superovoid in four perspectives.
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4.4

Open-box camera widget
Since the user can only produce 2D strokes and is producing 3D models, the need for 2D orthographic planes

arise. That is why since Multibody Sketcher’s earlier version, developed by (Gonçalves, 2015), it also has an openbox camera widget in the form of a monkey capable of changing the perspective of the camera relatively to the 3D
model. It possesses 6 default configurations, the 6 orthographic projections (front, back, top, bottom, left and right),
and one configurable by the user so he/she can freely position the camera where he/she wants. The different orthographic projections can be selected by taping on the respective faces and in order to freely move the camera the user
must press on top of the white chimpanzee itself instead (Fig. 4.7). Important to note that the user cannot edit the
model while in this view and presents a grid surrounding the object so that the movement of the camera around the
model is more perceptible. The monkey-like figure is a placeholder model from Blender (Blender Online Community, 2016).

Fig. 4.7 Different selections of the open-box camera widget, and examples of respective views of a six-legged skeleton. (Gonçalves, 2015)

4.5

Superellipsoid parameter widget
The superellipsoid parameter widget, developed by (Gonçalves, 2015), utilizes the squareness property of the

superellipsoid defined by the following equation proposed in (Barr, 1981):
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Where 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3 > 0 represent the lengths of the shape in all 3 axes 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧, and 𝜖1, 𝜖2 ∈ ]0,2[ are the squareness factors for the 𝑥O𝑦 plane and 𝑧 axis, respectively. The range between 0 and 2 guaranties convexity of the
shape and was, thus, mapped to the grid of the widget where 𝜖1 represents the horizontal axis and 𝜖2 the vertical
axis. Additionally, the widget possesses several visual representations of the 3D shape depending on the value of
𝜖1 and 𝜖2 so that the user, while he/she is carrying his/her own shape through the widget, can more easily see
where to slide his/her finger for the shape to be more cylindrical and edgy for example (Fig. 4.8). Important to
notice that this widget is only invoked on an existing shape to model it, so the CALI library is not involved in any
of these steps.
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Fig. 4.8 Three screenshots of the superellipsoid parameter widget. In blue, the icon previews mapped to particular
coordinates on the grid. In red, the cursor that the user moves around the grid. The red cursor changes shape in
real time as the user drags it. (Gonçalves, 2015)

4.6

Superovoid parameter widget
To have hitboxes with the shape of superovoids, instead of using the formula explained earlier, we will be using

the following one (Barr, 1981):
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Where 𝑎1, 𝑎2, 𝑎3, 𝜖1, 𝜖2 have the same meaning as for superellispoids and 𝑇𝑥, 𝑇𝑦 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] are the tapering
(egg-shape) factors in 𝑥 and 𝑦 respectively. The second widget is implemented the same way as the previous one,
but instead of mapping the previous parameters, it maps 𝑇𝑥 and 𝑇𝑦 the same way it was done for 𝜖1 and 𝜖2. By default, the red shape will appear in the last position where the user left it; he/she can the drag the red icon around,
updated in real-time, until he/she decides to let go again to choose the final shape of the contact geometry (Fig.
4.9). Similarly to the previous widget, this one is only invoked on an existing shape to model it, so the CALI library is, again, not involved in any of these steps.

Fig. 4.9 Three screenshots of the superovoid parameter widget. In blue, the icon previews mapped to particular coordinates on
the grid. In red, the cursor that the user moves around the grid. The red cursor changes shape in real time as the user drags it
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4.7

Image Model Background
When designing a new character or modeling an object that exist in real-life, artist often times use image models

as a source of inspiration but also as a way to bring realism to their models, since the human mind can quite easily
trick you. This is why it is very common in digital drawing or 3D modeling applications to have a feature that allows
you to place 2D images in 2D orthographic planes. The most recent version of Multibody Sketcher also possesses
this feature. By pressing in the Model button, the system presents a directory window where the user will provide a
path to the desired image and then the software will automatically scale it and place in the middle of the viewport.
The user can only place image models in one of the six basic planes (front, back, top, bottom, left and right) and the
image model is specific to that plane, meaning that a background image spawned while in the front view camera
will not be visible in any of the other 5 views. To delete the image model, simply go to the camera view where it is
and press the Clean Model button (Fig. 4.10).

Fig. 4.10 Screenshot of Multibody Sketcher while modeling the bone structure of a hand with its image in the background

4.8

Other features
As for the remaining buttons in the top right corner, they were left as they were from Multibody Sketcher’s

earliest version (Gonçalves, 2015). The camera button takes a screenshot and stores in the image in a permanent
directory. +cam and -cam buttons adds and removes camera views respectively so that the user can, in real-time,
see and edit the model in its many perspectives (see Fig. 4.1 and Fig. 4.6). The Save and Load buttons stores and
loads the saved model from a permanent directory. The Undo and Redo buttons reverses the effects of a previous
action done by the user and reverses the canceling action respectively. The Save COLLADA was supposed to export
the generated 3D model to this format in a permanent directory, but since there were inconsistencies in the ways
different pieces of software interpreted these files and it was not crucial for the purpose of this thesis, this feature
was left undone.
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5

User studies
In order to confirm or reject our hypothesis and to determine a calligraphic recognition pattern for superovoids,

user studies were conducted for these two purposes. This section will describe how both studies were conducted
and why they were managed this way, as well as a small description of the users who took part in this investigation.
5.1

Calligraphic recognition of ovoidal shapes
In order to perceive the reasons behind this enquiry, we must first understand what is the CALI library (Fonseca

et al. 2002) and how it works. CALI is a hand-drawn classifier for general shapes; its main purpose is to recognize
and determine the different features of simple sketches that are then used by other application to generate its corresponding 2D or 3D shape. The reason we used CALI, instead of another more efficient recognizer like the 1$ Recognizer (Wobbrock et. al., 2007) is simply because (Gonçalves, 2015) used it when he developed the first version
of the software package. In the case of Multibody Sketcher, the system captures the input provided by the gestures
of the user and sends the sequence of points to the CALI library. The latter will calculate five different geometrical
figures (Fig. 5.1):
-

The convex shape with the smallest area around the scribble, called the convex hull (ch)

-

The rectangle with the smallest area surrounding the scribble, called the enclosing rectangle (er)

-

The quadrilateral with the biggest area inside the scribble, called the largest quadrilateral (lq)

-

The triangle with the biggest area inside the scribble, called the largest triangle (lt)

-

The rectangle with the smallest area surrounding the scribble and aligned with the axes, called axis aligned
bounding box (AABB)

The system will then retrieve different features of these shapes to then calculate relevant ratios to differentiate
from the different geometrical figures CALI can recognize (Fig. 5.1). For each kind of shape we want to add to
CALI, in order to be recognized by the latter, a study must be conducted to determine the smallest group of ratios
that excludes every possible shape except one. To distinguish circles from other figures, (Fonseca et al. 2002) used
2
2
the thinness ration (𝑃𝑐ℎ
/𝐴𝑐ℎ ), where 𝐴𝑐ℎ is the area of the convex hull and 𝑃𝑐ℎ
is its perimeter squared. Since the

circle is the shape with the smallest perimeter, given a fixed area, the thinness is minimal with a value near 4π (Fig.
5.2). To identify ellipses, (Fonseca et al. 2002) compared the area of the largest quadrilateral to that of the convex
hull. The (𝐴𝑙𝑞 /𝐴𝑐ℎ ) will have the smallest value, nearing 0.7 (Fig. 5.2). Once the classification is complete, CALI
returns the type’s name with its geometrical properties. Multibody Sketcher then takes this information and extrudes
this 2D representation to a 3D one and generates the corresponding shape.
Using the same logic, in order to create the new type, Ovoid, we must determine what is the smallest combination
of features which solely identifies this shape. Since the closest shapes to an ovoid are ellipses and circles, these are
likely the figures we would have most trouble distinguishing from but are also the shapes which should contain at
least part of the features we need to identify ovoids. As such, the ratios used to determine ellipses and circles were
good candidates. However, after going through the list of features we noticed something: if you take a random
ellipse and simply change its tapering factor, you are not changing the area of the shape, but you are altering the
area of the largest triangle, meaning that there is a high chance that the ratio 𝐴𝑙𝑡 /𝐴𝑐ℎ is a distinguishing factor
between ovoids and its neighbor shapes.
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Feature
Ach
Aer
Alq
Alt
Ast
Her
Pch
Per
Plq
Plt
Tl
Wer

Description
Area of the convex hull
Area of the (non-aligned) enclosing rectangle
Area of the largest quadrilateral
Area of the largest triangle
Area of the stroke
Height of the (non-aligned) enclosing rectangle
Perimeter of the convex hull
Perimeter of the enclosing rectangle
Perimeter of the largest quadrilateral
Perimeter of the largest triangle
Total length, i.e. perimeter of original polygon
Width of the (non-aligned) enclosing rectangle

Fig. 5.1 Polygons generated by CALI (right) and its list of relevant geometrical features (left). (Fonseca et al. 2002)

2
Fig. 5.2 Percentiles for the 𝑃𝑐ℎ
/𝐴𝑐ℎ (left) and 𝐴𝑙𝑞 /𝐴𝑐ℎ (right) ratio. (Fonseca et al. 2002)

Considering all of these elements, we conducted a user study to create a database which would contain the list
of values of the features we suspected would be relevant for each shape. Therefore, in a new Unity scene, we asked
users to draw circles, ellipses and ovoids given a model we would present to them (Fig. 5.3). The user first draws
three differently sized circles, then four ellipses and finally three ovoids. The system would then automatically
collect the data and store it into a csv file. Later, this is csv file is processed by R code to create box plot and visualize
the results. This user test was conducted in an enclosed room inside the university using the tablet Samsung Galaxy
Tab Pro model SM-T320, 2.3 GHz quad core processor, 213mm (8.4”) WQXGA LCD, 2GB of RAM, using Android 4.4.2 KitKat. The users would interact with the device using their fingers.

Fig. 5.3 Set of image models provided to the users for them to sketch.
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For this experiment, we managed to round up twenty-nine users with a range of age from 18 to 26 and where
38% were female and 62% of them were male. Most of them were doing their Bachelor degree, while a minority
was doing their Master. Most of the degrees were in engineering, but we managed to find people from architecture,
nutrition, medicine and design. A very large number of users had very limited experience or none with 3D modeling
software, whereas image editing and drawing application had a mixed experience range. Only one user had never
interacted with contact surfaces before.

5.2

WIMP vs. SBIM
In order to fairly compare both types of interfaces, we needed at least two software packages to represent each

side. Since Blender is a free and opensource tool with a large community, we decided to take this program as
representative of WIMP applications, whereas for SBIM we took our own, Multibody Sketcher. For this study, we
needed lay users to give their opinion working for the first time with our interface as well as Blender and professional
users to give more solid feedback regarding the two pieces of software. However, given the complexity of the
interface, it would not be fair to give five to ten minutes to lay users to familiarize with Blender. From personal
experience, it took me several sessions before I could get hang of the different modes, as well as all the shortcuts to
have a good workflow. So, we felt it to be unfair to have a person who had no prior knowledge with Blender, to
suddenly start making armatures and meshes, modeling them, binding the two together and testing it in Pose Mode.
Therefore, instead of having two different user studies, we had three:
-

One for true lay users who limited or no experience with 3D modeling software packages.

-

One for people who had some experience with Blender before, but do not work with it in a daily basis. We
called them semi-lay users.

-

One for professionals who regularly produce work made in Blender, or at least at some point in their life
worked with the application daily.

We will now describe the contents of each of the tests, their procedure as well as the profile of the people we
managed to convince to help us. Important to notice as well that all of these experiments were done similarly as the
previous one concerning the ovoids calligraphic recognition; it was done in an enclosed space inside the university,
using the same tablet mentioned previously to interact with Multibody Sketcher and an Asus laptop to interact with
Blender, model X550JX, processor intel core i7 4750HQ CPU at 2.00 GHz, 8 GB of RAM, graphic card NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 950M, using Windows 10 x64 bits. Behind was also placed a Sony video camera on top of a tripod
to monitor their interactions with the tablet on their left side if the user was right handed or right side if left handed.
For the computer interactions, the camera was placed on the side of where the mouse of the computer was for the
user.
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5.2.1 Lay users
As mentioned earlier, since it would be unfair to ask these users to compare Blender and Multibody Sketcher
without having had the time to get properly familiarized with the two and because Blender naturally takes more
time to get used to, given the nature of the type of interface, we asked these users to exclusively work with our
application. As a result, we could ask the user to work with almost all of the features Multibody Sketcher had to
offer. The user first started by filling the consent form as well as their profile that can be found in Appendix B.
Then we explain to the user how the experiment will take place, enlightening the context and the purpose. We then
introduce our application and explain all features that will be necessary for the test. After describing the interface,
we let the user know that it was his/her last chance for him/her to ask question about the system and that we will
would be able to answer once they start the experiment. The user is then given around five minutes to familiarize
him/herself with the application. Once the user is ready, we randomly select one the three models he has to do and
give him/her two to three minutes to look through the image models. As soon as he/she is prepared, we start the
video recording, state the test number, the model about to be drawn and say to the user to start by starting the timer.
When the user is done or is not managing to complete the task, we stop the timer, take screenshots of their masterpiece and take notes about errors done during the experiment, as well as the use of features not commonly utilized
by most people. We rinse and repeat this process for each of the remaining two models.
As stated previously, there are three models to produce: a robot arm, a tree and a humanoid (Fig. 5.4). Important
to notice that after drawing one the models, some of them require additional tasks; this is case for the tree and
humanoid models. For the tree, since the latter looks very stiff and unnatural in the image model, we ask the user to
make it more organic (e.g., bending the tree trunk, displacing or adding new branches, etc.) using the tools they
think is best. For the humanoid we ask the user to edit the range of motion of a few joints using the presets, as well
as the sliders. Then we ask him/her to make a running pose in Physics mode. We take screenshots of everything and
once the three models are done we deliver two forms to the user, one about the ease of use of each feature of the
application, as well as of the result of the three tasks; the other is about the user’s general opinion about Multibody
Sketcher.
The aim of this test is to see how laypeople react to our software and check their performance. We are, thus,
analyzing the viability of our application for new users, if they can quickly perceive each functionality, if it is
intuitive. In our study we managed to round up seventeen users, where every user was less than 25, 59% of them
were female and 41% were male. All of them had university level education and all of them were engineers. A large
number of user had limited experience or none with 3D modeling applications, as for image editing and drawing
application it was mixed. All of the users used interactive surfaces in a regular basis.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5.4 Image models provided to laypeople during user study. The robot arm (a) is composed of a simple skeleton structure,
two spheres, two cylinders and two ovoids. The main purpose of the robot arm (a) was for the user to manipulate with the Hitbox
mode. The tree (b) is composed of a simple skeleton structure and four superellipsoids. The main purpose for this one was to
make the user edit the bones and joints in many perspectives. Finally, the humanoid (c) is composed of skeleton structure and
users had to draw additionally a sphere on its head. The purpose of this model was to use and test the sub-mode Symmetry, as
well as the Joints and Physics mode.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.5 Lay users interacting with the system. In (a) the user is modeling the shape into a superovoid, while in (b) the user
altering the range of motion of the joints.

5.2.2 Semi-lay users
Contrarily to the previous users, these ones have some experience in Blender and are the best candidates to make
a fair comparison between a WIMP and SBIM software. For this reason and given the time restrictions, these users
do less tasks in the Multibody Sketcher application, but they manipulate with both the latter and Blender. The initial
procedure of this experiment is the same as the previous one, but, in this case, the user will perform two tasks in
Blender and the same two in Multibody Sketcher. For all types of users, the first chosen application will be selected
randomly. Once the procedure is determined, the experiment will continue exactly the same way as for the regular
laypeople: a model is shown, the user checks it for around five minutes, a timer is initiated, he/she does the task as
fast as possible being somewhat faithful to the original model, additional tasks may be asked, screenshots are taken,
or the Blender file is saved and the user fills a the form after he’s done the tasks regarding that application and in
the end as well to compare both interfaces (Appendix D).
For the experiment to take only one hour, we had to cut the tree model, but maintained the other two mentioned
previously and the procedure for each one is exactly the same. The only difference is that since Blender does not
support superovoids as primitives, the Robot Arm model, instead of having two superovoids in one of the ends, has
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now two superellipsoids; this was done to keep the comparison fair. We had to cut the joint manipulation as well in
the humanoid model from the experiment due to time restrictions and ended up only doing the running man pose as
additional task.
The aim of this test was to make a direct comparison between the pieces of software in order to confirm or reject
our hypothesis. Since these users have already some experience in Blender, they are not scared by the software’s
interface, and, thus, not biased. Unfortunately, people who have already had some experience with this software
package is not easy to come by and so, we only managed to get our hands in four users, all of them male with only
one with age superior to 25. All of them are from engineering, two of them do not manipulate with Blender regularly,
but the other two somewhat do. Every one of them, interact with touch-based surfaces in a regular basis and have
some experience in either image editing or drawing programs or even both.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.6 Semi-lay user editing the robot arm model in both pieces of software. In (a) the user is editing in Blender, whereas in
(b), the same user is manipulating the same model in Multibody Sketcher.

5.2.2 Professional users
Since professional users work with this kind of tools daily, they will know better than anyone what are the
challenges of these kinds of tasks, what is really handy to have and what should not be present in the interface. They
are, thus, the most qualified people to give us feedback. However, given that they usually are very busy, we have
very limited time to show and test our interface with them. It is for this reason that we decided to make this test
almost the same as the one done by the lay users, since we want these people to interact with all the possible features
this application has to offer to obtain as much feedback as possible. Everything about the experiment for these users
is the same of for the laypeople, the only difference is that the profile and some questions in the forms are adapted
to professional users (Appendix C, Appendix E, Appendix F) and in the end, there is a recorded interview where
we ask them a few question about the everyday life of 3D modeling professional as well as general comments on
our prototype (Appendix G).
Unfortunately, these users are even harder to get hold of than the ones previously described; that is why at the
time of writing of this thesis, we only managed to test with one of this kind of people. He is a male 2D/3D animator
and multimedia developer, aged between 25 and 35. His specialty is 2D vector animation and has eleven years of
experience. He has regularly uses multitouch screens, as well as 3D modeling systems.
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6

Results

6.1

Calligraphic recognition of ovoidal shapes
In the end of our user study, we ended up with three-hundred and seven entries in our cvs file; a good sample

size to make an analysis. For this experiment, we checked for four features: Hollowness (calculated by taking a
triangle which is 60% of largest triangle that is inside the convex with the same barycenter and then counting the
2
number of scribble points inside the smaller triangle), 𝑃𝑐ℎ
/𝐴𝑐ℎ , 𝐴𝑙𝑞 /𝐴𝑐ℎ and 𝐴𝑙𝑡 /𝐴𝑐ℎ .

The hollowness, was the less interest interesting one, given the fact that for either ellipses, circles or ovoids, you
draw the contour of the shape and not its inside. This means that for all these three cases, unless the user slips while
sketching, the hollowness should be zero and this indeed the case.
For the 𝐴𝑙𝑞 /𝐴𝑐ℎ ratio, although ovoid shapes have a very small fuzzy interval with circles, this is not the case
for ellipses. Take an ellipse and without changing its area, morph it into an egg by altering the tapering factor. The
largest quadrilateral for both shapes will likely be very similar since the area lost on one end when changing it to an
ovoid is gained on the other. Therefore, this ratio is average to distinguish ovoids from circles, but it is even less
robust to tell apart ellipses from ovoids (Fig. 6.1).
```{r}
plot = ggplot(data= oval, aes(factor(oval$Actual.Shape), oval$Alq...Ach)) +
geom_boxplot() + labs(x = "Shapes", y = "Alq / Ach")
plot
```

Fig. 6.1 Boxplot of the 𝐴𝑙𝑞 /𝐴𝑐ℎ feature and its corresponding R code. As you can see most of the values of all kinds of shapes
overlap each other, making this ratio a not very good option.
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2
The 𝑃𝑐ℎ
/𝐴𝑐ℎ ratio, presented a very interesting and unexpected result. As stated in the previous section, this

feature is the key one to differentiate circles from other shapes; this is because given a fixed area, the perimeter is
minimal, nearing a value of 4π. The results for circles and ellipses seem consistent with (Fonseca et al. 2002)’s
research and the values are very different from one another, however, if you observe the boxplot further (Fig. 6.),
you will see that the value of this ratio for ovoids is extremely similar the circle ones, but slightly bigger. We suspect
that this is due to the fact that almost three quarters of an egg’s shape is a circle; the only difference is the tip created
by the tapering factor, which slightly increases the perimeter of the shape given a certain area.
```{r}
plot = ggplot(data= oval, aes(factor(oval$Actual.Shape), oval$Pch2...Ach)) +
geom_boxplot() + labs(x = "Shapes", y = "Pch2 / Ach")
plot
```
```{r}
plot = ggplot(data= oval, aes(factor(oval$Actual.Shape), oval$Pch2...Ach)) +
geom_boxplot(outlier.colour=NA) + coord_cartesian(ylim = c(0, 35)) +
labs(x = "Shapes", y = "Pch2 / Ach")
plot
```

2
Fig. 6.2 Boxplot of the 𝑃𝑐ℎ
/𝐴𝑐ℎ feature and its corresponding R code. The first piece of code corresponds to the left graph which
uses the same idea as the other graphs. The second set of lines of code refers to the graph on the right and removes the outliers
to have a closer look at the most common values.

Finally, the 𝐴𝑙𝑡 /𝐴𝑐ℎ ratio was the one we were more hopeful for and it did not disappoint. As you can see from
the boxplot, most of the value for circles and ellipses are around 0.45, while for ovoids they are around 0.5. There
are, however, a few overlapping values between ellipses and ovoids, but fewer between ovoids and circles (Fig. 6.).
This confirms our theory that by fixing an area and morphing an ellipse to an ovoid, you increase the area of the
largest area triangle inside the shape.
Given these results, the family of features we implemented for the new egg shape was hollowness that had to
2
have the value of 0; 𝑃𝑐ℎ
/𝐴𝑐ℎ to distinguish ovoids from ellipses with values between 12.5 and 14 and with one fuzzy

intervals (i.e., interval of values that might be confused with other shapes), ]14 ; 16]; 𝐴𝑙𝑡 /𝐴𝑐ℎ to differentiate egg
figures from circles with values between 0.48 and 0.54 and with two fuzzy intervals, [0.45 ; 0.48[ and ]0.54 ; 0.59].
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After testing it, the system now indeed recognizes oval shaped sketches and classifies them as so, with a few errors
of course, which need to be look upon in more detail in the future.
```{r}
plot = ggplot(data= oval, aes(factor(oval$Actual.Shape), oval$Alt...Ach)) +
geom_boxplot() + labs(x = "Shapes", y = "Alt / Ach")
plot
```

Fig. 6.3 Boxplot of the 𝐴𝑙𝑡 /𝐴𝑐ℎ feature and its corresponding R code. Here you can notice that the main box of values of oval
shapes is not overlapping any other one.

6.2

WIMP vs. SBIM
While analyzing the results of our experiment we came to some interesting conclusions. As we were testing, we

knew that lay users would take would naturally take longer than professional ones because their lack of knowledge
and experience with these kinds of tools. However, some of these users performed admirably by quickly understanding the interface and completing each one of the tasks in a minute of less. The average time for laypeople for
the robot arm, tree and humanoid test is 3min. 18s., 1min. 51s. and 2min. 22s. respectively. There is however a huge
gap between users in the robot arm test since some of them completed the task in a minute, while others, got the
5min. mark without completing the task, not to mention that the standard deviation has a value of 1min. 04s. Users
mainly struggled with understanding in which mode they should be to do the proper modifications, some tried to
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model a mesh without even creating one, some tried to edit the skeleton in Hitbox mode, some tried to change
skeleton properties in Physics mode, etc.
As for semi-laypeople, every one of them managed to complete every model either in Blender or Multibody
Sketcher and the results are what we expected. On average, the robot arm was completed in 5min. 32s in Blender,
whereas in Multibody Sketcher it was 1min. 55s, less than half of the time. For the humanoid model it took, on
average, 4min. 28s. in Blender and 2min. 20s. in Multibody Sketcher, again, almost half of the time. We can clearly
see from these results and from the boxplot, that Multibody Sketcher is more efficient for these kinds of tasks.

Fig. 6.4 Boxplot of the time laypeople took to complete each one of the three tasks. The elapsed time value on the vertical axis
is in seconds. The time the users took to accomplish the task is reasonably low and they found the application interesting.

Fig. 6.5 Boxplots of the time semi-lay users took to complete each task. The elapsed time value on the vertical axis is in seconds.
On the left you can clearly see the best time for Blender took still longer the worst time of Multibody Sketcher.
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Last, but not least, the professional user completed the robot arm, tree and humanoid in 2min. 15s., 2min. 02s.,
1min. 36s. respectively, a reasonable time. The user described the application as “quick and very cool”; he complimented on the fluidity of the creation of the skeleton and direct association of a mesh to the bone and found the
camera navigation to be very intuitive. He also stated that this application is more suited in drawing organic figures
than robotic ones, which contrary to conventional 3D modeling programs and so, being, thus, a big plus. The user
also did not feel the need to use a pen to draw on the tablet, as well as a bigger screen, since we are building only
simple models, there is no need for highly detailed editing, meaning that a small surface area is enough to do the
task. He mentioned as well that instead of having meshes that associate to individual bones, that we should create,
for example, a sausage man mesh around 3D humanoid skeleton and have the system automatically calculate the
weights and apply them to the model. This obviously has its limitation due to occlusion (e.g., the legs of a table),
but it would allow a quick and simple rigging.
Users found in general that Multibody Sketcher was intuitive, interesting, interactive, flexible, fast and easy. All
of them loved the bone sketching feature and a vast majority like the inverse kinematics as well, due to the organic
movement of the model. The professional user mentioned that trying to pose the humanoid was much easier than
with conventional tools, because when you would move the model’s elbow, the shoulder needed almost no further
editing to be in right place.
One of the main complaints, however, especially from semi-lay and professional users, was that with Multibody
Sketcher you cannot edit with the free camera and this could cause occlusion problems while altering a model; the
model they were struggling with was the humanoid since you can grab the pelvis without taking one arm out of the
way. Another complaint was that in symmetry mode, a line on screen showing the user where was the line of symmetry would have been helpful to help to guide the drawing.
Question
How do you classify the interface?
You felt discomfort or tiredness
while using the software package.
This form of modeling offers more
liberty
Multibody Sketcher is easy to learn
Multibody Sketcher is easy to use

Blender
3(1)

Multibody Sketcher
2(1)

1(1)

2(1)

5(5)

4.5(4)

N/A
N/A

5(4)
5(5)

Table 6.1 General evaluation of the tested systems for semi-lay users. 1 = Total Disagreement ; 6 = Total Agreement or 1 =
Totally clear; 6 = Totally confusing. Median (first quartile)

Skeleton modeling

Diving an existing
skeleton in 2

Create a mesh

Question
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The operation was useful

Blender
6(5)

Multibody Sketcher
6(6)

5(4)

6(5)

5(4)
5(5)
6(5)
6(3)

6(5)
6(5)
5.5(5)
5.5(4)

4(4)

5.5(5)

4.5(4)
5.5(4)
5.5(4)
6(6)

6(5)
6(5)
6(6)
6(6)
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Superellipsoid
modeling

Physics simulation (Pose Mode /
Inverse Kinematics)

The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The widget was useful
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result

5.5(4)

5.5(4)

6(6)
6(6)
6(6)
6(5)

5(5)
6(5)
5.5(4)
5.5(5)

4(3)

5.5(5)

4.5(3)
5(2)
5(5)
N/A
6(6)

5.5(5)
5(4)
5.5(5)
6(6)
6(5)

5(5)

5.5(4)

5(5)
5(5)
6(5)

4.5(2)
5.5(4)
4.5(2)

Table 6.2 Comparison inquiry of the tested systems for semi-lay users. 1 = Total Disagreement ; 6 = Total Agreement. Median
(first quartile)

Skeleton modeling

Diving an existing
skeleton in 2

Create a mesh

Superellipsoid
modeling

Superovoid modeling

Definition of
range of motion

Question
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The widget was useful
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The widget was useful
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable
It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result
The operation was useful
The gesture to execute the operation is suitable

Multibody Sketcher
6(6)
6(6)
6(5)
6(5.5)
6(4.5)
6(6)
6(6)
6(5)
6(5.5)
6(6)
6(6)
6(5)
6(4.5)
6(5)
6(5)
6(5.5)
5(4)
4(3)
5(3.5)
5(5)
6(5)
6(6)
6(4)
5(4)
5(5)
6(5)
6(5)
6(6)
6(5)
5(5)
6(5)
6(5)
6(6)
6(6)
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Physics simulation
(Pose Mode / Inverse Kinematics)

It was easy to execute the operation
It was easy to remember how to do it
It was easy to understand the result

6(5)
6(5.5)
6(6)

Table 6.3 Usability inquiry of the different features of Multibody Sketcher for lay users. 1 = Total Disagreement ; 6 = Total
Agreement. Median (first quartile)

Robot arm

Humanoid

Question
The task was complete
You were satisfied with the result
It was hard to draw
The task was complete
You were satisfied with the result
It was hard to draw

Blender
6(6)
5.5(3)
2.5(1)
6(6)
5.5(5)
2(1)

Multibody Sketcher
6(5)
5.5(4)
2(2)
6(6)
5(4)
1.5(1)

Table 6.4 Usability inquiry of the different models produced with the different systems for semi-lay users. 1 = Total
Disagreement ; 6 = Total Agreement. Median (first quartile)

Robot arm

Tree

Humanoid

Question
The task was complete
You were satisfied with the result
It was hard to draw
The task was complete
You were satisfied with the result
It was hard to draw
The task was complete
You were satisfied with the result
It was hard to draw

Multibody Sketcher
4.5(3)
4(3)
2(1)
6(6)
5(4)
1(1)
6(5)
5(3.5)
1(1)

Table 6.5 Usability inquiry of the different models produced with Multibody Sketcher for lay users. 1 = Total Disagreement ; 6
= Total Agreement. Median (first quartile)

7

Conclusion and future work
As new researches are being done, we get closer to an accurate 3D representation of the physical world; and the

better the simulation, the higher the complexity. As such, the learning curve naturally becomes steeper and steeper.
What we intend to do is to smooth that curve as much as possible by providing an interface that encapsulates some
processes and provide a better workflow than the conventional tools currently available. We created such a tool,
with the features that a typical 3D modeling software would have and added a few others (constrained sketching,
image model background, etc.), notably the creation of superovoids as primitives since they are shapes that are
vastly used by cartoonist when defining the silhouette of a character or in the first steps of drawing it. We determined
a way to calligraphically recognize these shapes so that in the future we could spawn them the same way we do with
ellipsoids and spheres in Multibody Sketcher. We conducted a user study to scientifically analyze the viability of
SBIM interfaces on doing what conventional WIMP do and, as it stands, for the kind of work Multibody Sketcher
proposes (i.e., designing the silhouette and general features of a character), our hypothesis confirms itself and additionally, the fact that these applications can be transferred to touch devices, makes them more portable.
However, there are still a few features that could be looked into and added to the application. As it was mentioned
in the results section of WIMP vs. SBIM, Multibody Sketcher, would become much better if the user could edit
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with the free camera, solving, thus, the occlusion problems the professional user was describing. Another future
work to consider is to do simple automatic rigging of a big mesh to the 3D model instead of having a small primitive
associated to a single bone. This would allow, not only to have deformation of the mesh while testing it in Physics
mode, but also make the silhouette of the character look more natural. Once the latter is implemented animation
could also be considered as an additional feature to the software; similar to the one of (Guay et al., 2015) or
SketchiMo (Choi et al., 2016). Since Multibody Skecther can only handle at the moment simple organic articulated
skeletons with SCS meshes, one idea would be to create a touch interaction in Hitbox/Volume mode for the user to
model the mesh similarly to the way it is creation (e.g., drawing a line on top of an existing mesh could create depth
like when you are carving a stone statue, drawing a cross on top of an existing mesh could delete it, etc.). Relatively
the calligraphic recognition, the next step of this work would be to take CALI with new the class Oval and ask
Multibody Sketcher to generate the shape making the required geometrical adjustments. Another future work would
be to replace CALI with another gesture recognizer library that is both quicker and more precise (e.g., 1$ Recognizer
(Wobbrock et. al., 2007)) and implement it inside Multibody Sketcher. In another note, it would also be interesting
to compare our current SBIM interface with post-WIMP ones like BlobMaker (Araújo & Jorge, 2003).
To sum up, SBIM interfaces have a recognized potential in “quick and dirty” drawing and modeling, however
efforts have been made by the scientific community that this type of interface can be used for highly detailed works
and we are still deciding on which interfaces are better for which kinds of tasks. As (Nealen et al., 2005) argue,
though “our capability to derive a mental model from everyday shapes around us is well developed, we fail to
properly communicate this to a machine. This is why we have to model in a loop, constantly correcting the improper
interpretation of our intentions.”.
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Appendix A – Related Work – Table Comparison
Reference

Interface
WIMP SnSBIM SBIM

(Araújo & Jorge, 2003)

Meshes / Objects
PostTI SOo HBo Ak3DAO
WIMP
x
x

Skeleton Manipulation
SC

SE&R

Animation
LoA STS KP PBS

(Autodesk, Inc., 2016a)

x

x

x

x

x

x

(Autodesk, Inc., 2016b)

x

x

x

x

x

x

(Blender Online Community, 2016)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

(Choi et al., 2016)

x

x

(Feng et al., 2017)

x

x

x

x

(Guay et al., 2013)

x

x

(Guay et al., 2015)

x

x

(Igarashi et al., 1999)

x

(Jacobson et al., 2014)

x
x

(OpenSim Community, 2016)

x
x

x

Playsketch

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

(Thorn et al., 2004)

x

(Yang & Wunsche, 2009)

x

x

x

(Zheng et al., 2010)

x

x

x

Ak3DAO – Generates Any kind of 3D Articulated Object

x

x
x

(Mao et al., 2009)

x

x
x

SE&R – Used for Skeleton Editing & Rigging
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HBo – Generates Human Body only
KP – Keyframe animation through various iterations of Posing
the 3D character
LoA – Uses the concept of Line of Action
PBS – Physical Based Simulation
Post-WIMP – Post- Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer
SBIM – Sketch-Based Interface and Modeling
SC – Used for Skeleton Creation

SOo – Generates Smooth Objects only
SnSBIM – Has sketching elements but is not based on the concept of SBIM
STS – Space-Time Sketching animation
TI – Tangible Interface
WIMP – Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer
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Appendix B – User study – Consent form for lay and semi-lay users

Sketch Based Interface for 3D Modeling
Questionário
* Required

Consentimento informado

Caro participante,
Estamos a conduzir um estudo sobre uma Sketch Based Interface and Modeling (SBIM) para criação de formas
articuladas tridimensionais, utilizando uma aplicação desenvolvida especificamente para o efeito.
Para tal, necessitamos da sua contribuição!
A experiência deverá demorar aproximadamente 60 minutos, durante a qual terá a oportunidade de realizar várias experiências importantes. No final de cada experiência será pedido que responda a um questionário sobre a
mesma.
As sessões poderão ser gravadas em video e audio caso o participante o permita. Todos os dados recolhidos
serão mantidos em sigilo e serão analisados, exclusivamente, pelos investigadores deste projecto. Os dados poderão também ser utilizados para apresentação ou exibição de resultados em publicações científicas, conferências ou eventos semelhantes. Somente após a sua autorização específica para o fazer, poderão os dados recolhidos ser utilizados para divulgação on-line (por exemplo, no youtube, vimeo, etc.).
A sua participação é voluntária e poderá sempre desistir a qualquer momento sem qualquer penalização ou consequência.
Para participar nesta experiência, pedimos-lhe que preencha o consentimento presente neste questionário, concordando com as frases escritas abaixo.
Obrigado pela sua colaboração!
1. Li e compreendi o significado deste estudo. Tive a oportunidade de colocar questões, caso necessário, e
recolher as respectivas respostas. * Check all that apply.
Concordo
2. Autorizo que sejam realizadas gravações audio e video durante a sessão. Check all that apply.
Concordo
3. Autorizo o processamento dos dados audiovisuais recolhidos no âmbito deste projecto para fins de análise,
investigação e disseminação de resultados em publicações científicas ou conferências na área do projecto,
pelos investigadores deste projecto, de forma anónima. * Check all that apply.
Concordo
4. Compreendi que os dados recolhidos neste estudo serão utilizados como mencionado anteriormente. *
Check all that apply.
Concordo
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5. Número do teste *

Perfil
6. Idade *
Mark only one oval.
Menos de 25 anos
Entre 25 e 35
Entre 36 e 50
Mais de 50 anos
7. Género * Mark only one oval.
Masculino
Feminino
8. Habilitações *
(grau de formação em curso) Mark only one
oval per row.
Ensino

Licenciatura Mestrado Doutoramento

Secundário

Pós-

Graduação

Row 1
9. Área de formação * Mark only one oval.
Arquitectura
Design
Engenharia
Other:
10. Com que frequência: * Mark only one oval per
row.
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Nunca

< 1 vez
por mês

< 1 vez por
semana

1 - 5 vezes
por semana

1 vez
por dia

> 1 vez
por dia

Joga videojogos?
Utiliza sistemas de
modelação 3D digital
(Blender, Maya, ...)?
Utiliza sistemas de
edição de imagem
(Photoshop, Paint, ...
)?
Utiliza sistemas de
desenho (CorelDraw,
InkScape,
PowerPoint, ... )?
Utiliza dispositivos
multitoque
(Smartphones,
tablets, mesas
interactivas)?

Powered by
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Appendix C – User study – Consent form for professional users

Sketch Based Interface for 3D Modeling
Questionário
* Required

Consentimento informado

Caro participante,
Estamos a conduzir um estudo sobre uma Sketch Based Interface and Modeling (SBIM) para criação de formas
articuladas tridimensionais, utilizando uma aplicação desenvolvida especificamente para o efeito.
Para tal, necessitamos da sua contribuição!
A experiência deverá demorar aproximadamente 45 minutos, durante a qual terá a oportunidade de realizar várias experiências importantes. No final de todas as experiências será pedido que responda a 2 questionários sobre as mesmas.
As sessões poderão ser gravadas em video e audio caso o participante o permita. Todos os dados recolhidos
serão mantidos em sigilo e serão analisados, exclusivamente, pelos investigadores deste projecto. Os dados poderão também ser utilizados para apresentação ou exibição de resultados em publicações científicas, conferências ou eventos semelhantes. Somente após a sua autorização específica para o fazer, poderão os dados recolhidos ser utilizados para divulgação on-line (por exemplo, no youtube, vimeo, etc.).
A sua participação é voluntária e poderá sempre desistir a qualquer momento sem qualquer penalização ou consequência.
Para participar nesta experiência, pedimos-lhe que preencha o consentimento presente neste questionário, concordando com as frases escritas abaixo.
Obrigado pela sua colaboração!
1. 1 - Li e compreendi o significado deste estudo. Tive a oportunidade de colocar questões, caso necessário, e
recolher as respectivas respostas. * Check all that apply.
Concordo
2. 2 - Autorizo que sejam realizadas gravações audio e video durante a sessão, sendo que a sua utilização
será de maneira anónima e sigilosa. Check all that apply.
Concordo
3. 3 - Autorizo o processamento dos dados audiovisuais recolhidos no âmbito deste projecto para fins de análise, investigação e disseminação de resultados em publicações científicas ou conferências na área do projecto, pelos investigadores deste projecto, de forma anónima. * Check all that apply.
Concordo
4. 4 - Compreendi que os dados recolhidos neste estudo serão utilizados como mencionado anteriormente. *
Check all that apply.
Concordo
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5. Número do teste *

Perfil
6. Idade *
Mark only one oval.
Menos de 25 anos
Entre 25 e 35
Entre 36 e 50
Mais de 50 anos
7. Género * Mark only one oval.
Masculino
Feminino
8. Ocupação Profissional *

9. Especialidade *

10. Anos de Especialidade *

11. Com que frequência utiliza dispositivos multitoque? *
Smartphones, tablets, mesas interactivas Mark only one
oval.
Nunca
Ocasionalmente
Regularmente
12. Com que frequência utiliza sistemas de modelação 3D? *
Blender, Maya, 3DS Max Mark only one
oval.
Nunca
Ocasionalmente
Regularmente
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Appendix D – User study – Form of User experience in Blender for semi-lay users

Experiencia de Utilização
Blender
* Required

1. Número do teste *

2. Como classifica a interface * Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Pouco Confusa

Muito Confusa

3. Sentiu desconforto ou cansaço ao usar o dispositivo * Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Discordo totalmente

Concordo totalmente

4. Achou que esta forma de modelação oferece maior liberdade
Responda a esta pergunta únicamente se este fôr o seu segundo questionário Mark only one
oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Discordo totalmente

Concordo totalmente

Operação: Modelar o esqueleto

5. Como modelou o esqueleto? * Mark only one oval.
Gerando com Shift-A e depois fazendo transformações geométricas (translação, rotação
e escala)
Desenhando o esqueleto usando o Skeleton Sketching
6. *
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only one
oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação
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Operação: Dividir um esqueleto já criado em 2

7. *
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only one
oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação

Operação: Criar a mesh

8. *
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only one
oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação

Operação: Modelação de superelipsóides
9. *
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only one
oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação

Operação: Simulação da física

Pose Mode
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10. *
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only one
oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação

Teste Braço Robot

11. *
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only one
oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Conseguiu completar?
Ficou satisfeito(a) com o
resultado?
Sentiu facilidade a desenhar?

Teste Humanoid

12. *
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only one
oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Conseguiu completar?
Ficou satisfeito(a) com o
resultado?
Sentiu facilidade a desenhar?
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Appendix E – User study – Form of User experience in Multibody Sketcher for professional users

Experiência de Utilização
Multibody Sketcher
* Required

1.

Número do teste *

2.

O protótipo foi fácil de

usar? * Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Discordo totalmente
3.

Concordo totalmente

Como classifica a in-

terface? * Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Pouco Confusa
4.

Muito Confusa

Sentiu desconforto ou cansaço ao usar o dispo-

sitivo * Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Discordo totalmente
5.

Concordo totalmente

Achou que esta forma de modelação oferece maior li-

berdade? Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

6

Discordo totalmente

Concordo totalmente

6.
Voltaria a usar este sistema para criar formas articuladas 3D? *
Dado que o conteudo criado seria exportado para que podesse ser trabalhado e refinado mais
tarde.
Mark only one oval.
1
Discordo totalmente

2

3

4

5

6
Concordo totalmente
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Operação: Modelar o esqueleto
7.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

4

5

6

4

5

6

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação

Operação: Dividir um esqueleto já criado em 2
8.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação

Operação: Criar a mesh
9.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação

Operação: Modelação de superelipsóides
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Experiência de Utilização

10.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

4

5

6

5

6

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação
O widget é util

Operação: Modelação de superovóides
11.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação
O widget é util

Operação: Definição de amplitude de movimentos
12.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

4

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação

Operação: Simulação da física (Inverse Kinematics)
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13.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

4

5

6

4

5

6

4

5

6

4

5

6

A operação é útil
O gesto para executar a operação
é adequado
Foi fácil executar a operação
Foi fácil recordar como efectuar
Foi fácil perceber o resultado da
operação

Teste Braço Robot
14.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

Conseguiu completar?
Ficou satisfeito(a) com o
resultado?
Sentiu facilidade a desenhar?

Teste Árvore
15.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

Conseguiu completar?
Ficou satisfeito(a) com o
resultado?
Sentiu facilidade a desenhar?

Teste Humanoid
16.
*
Onde: 1 = Discordo Totalente e 6 = Concordo Totalmente Mark only
one oval per row.
1

2

3

Conseguiu completar?
Ficou satisfeito(a) com o
resultado?
Sentiu facilidade a desenhar?
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Appendix F – User study – Form of General thoughts on Multibody Sketcher and
comparison with Blender for professional users

Apreciações gerais
Questionário
* Required

1.
O Multibody Sketcher é fácil de aprender
* Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

5

Discordo totalmente

6
Concordo totalmente

2.
O Multibody Sketcher é fácil de usar *
Mark only one oval.
1

2

3

4

Discordo totalmente

5

6
Concordo totalmente

3.
Quais das features não poderia viver
sem? * Check all that apply.
Bone Sketching
Bone Splitting
Symetric sketching
Flesh Sketching
Simulação de física (Inverse Kinematics)
Superellipsoid/Superovoid widget
Other:

4.
Como descreveria o Multibody Sketcher
numa palavra? *

5. O que achou o mais frustrante na aplicação?

*
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6. Comentários adicionais
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Appendix G – User study – Script for professional users

Guião
Este formulário serve de guião para ser prenchido durante cada teste. Deve ser acompanhado de um temporizador para poder ir registando os tempos.
* Required

Ao filmar os utilizadores, o angulo deve ser o abaixo indicado

INICIO

1. Numero do Teste *

2. Horas e minutos *

3. Cumprimentos e Introdução *
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Vamos realizar um teste de uma aplicação. Irá preencher um questionário demográfico e de seguida seram realizados dois testes cada um seguido de um questionário relativo à sua utilização
Check all that apply.
.
4. "Entregar" Questionário Demográfico * Check all that apply.
.
5. Explicar o trabalho e os objectivos do teste * Check all that apply.
Criação de figuras articuladas usando uma interface natural simples e limpa.
Avaliação do potencial das SBIM em comparação às interfaces WIMP já existentes Approach
Low-cost: superfície táctil

Multibody Sketcher
6. Explicar como utilizar o Multibody Sketcher * Check all that apply.
Explicar que contrariamente ao Blender esta aplicação funciona por touch interaction
Explicar os diferentes modos (Skeleton, Joint, Physics, Hitbox)
Explicar a widget das perspectivas juntamente com o resto da UI no canto superior direito: Tirar
um screenshot, Import and clean image model, display more camera perspectives, save model locally or
in a file and load it, undo and redo
Create: touch and free draw; Select mode-> tap button; Quando o botão de create é largado as seleções existentes são limpas
Move: touch with double finger and slide; Move selecção sem que o cursor esteja em cima da esfera;
Rotate: moviemento de 2 dedos convencional. A rotação é controlada pela posição perspectiva actual da câmara
Scale: Redimensiona a seleção. O redimensionamento é controlado movimento de pinch com os
dedos
7. Horas e minutos *

8. Teste com o Multibody Sketcher *
Dar ao utilizador a liberdade de se familiarizar com o programa e as funcionalidades. Deve ser ajudado
caso sinta dificuldades. E deve ser informado para fazer as questões que achar necessárias.
Check all that apply.
.
9. Horas e minutos *
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ATENÇÃO

Avisar o utilizador que esta é a última oportunidade para colocar questões
Avisar também que tem de realizar as tarefas o mais rapido possivel estando o mais parecido tanto quanto
possivel com o modelo

Teste Robot Arm
10. Inicio do teste *
Apontar hora e minutos

11. Fim do Teste *
Apontar hora e minutos

12 . Comentarios sobre a experiência

*

13. Tempo *

Teste da Árvore

14. Inicio do teste *
Apontar hora e minutos

15. Fim do Teste *
Apontar hora e minutos
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16 . Comentarios sobre a experiência

*

17. Tarefas adicionais Check all that apply.
Tornar a árvore mais orgânica
18. Tempo *

Teste do Wooden Humanoid model
19. Inicio do teste * Apontar hora e minutos

20. Fim do Teste *
Apontar hora e minutos

21 . Comentarios sobre a experiência

*

22. Tempo *

23. Tarefas adicionais Check all that apply.
ROM dos 2 cotuvelos para modo Elbow
ROM das 2 partes superior da perna para modo Ball
ROM do meio do corpo completamente constrangido
Fazer animação de corrida no modo Physics
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Entrevista Semi‐Estruturada
24. Pode descrever o fluxo de trabalho desde a ideia até à concretização do modelo 3D? *

25. Na sua experiência qual é a parte mais chata/difícil durante o desenvolvimento do modelo 3D? *

26. O que achou de bom no nosso protótipo ? *

27 . O que achou de mau no nosso protótipo ?

*

28. Que funcionalidade essencial o Blender tem que o Multibody Sketcher não tem? Porquê?
*

29 . Comentários adicionais
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Conclusão
30. *
Check all that apply.
Agradecer e entregar "Brinde"
31. Horas e minutos *
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Appendix H – User study – Script for semi-lay users

Guião
Este formulário serve de guião para ser prenchido durante cada teste. Deve ser acompanhado de um temporizador para poder ir registando os tempos.
* Required

Ao filmar os utilizadores, o angulo deve ser o abaixo indicado

INICIO

1. Numero do Teste *

2. Horas e minutos *

3. Cumprimentos e Introdução *
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Vamos realizar um teste de duas aplicações. Irá preencher um questionário demográfico e de seguida
seram realizados dois testes cada um seguido de um questionário relativo à sua utilização
Check all that apply.
.
4 "Entregar" Questionário Demográfico * Check all that apply.
.
5. Explicar o trabalho e os objectivos do teste * Check all that apply.
Criação de figuras articuladas usando uma interface natural simples e limpa.
Avaliação do potencial das SBIM em comparação às interfaces WIMP já existentes Approach
Low-cost: superfície táctil
6. Primeiro teste a realizar *
Deve ser escolhido aleatóriamente qual das aplicações a usar primeiro: www.random.org/ Mark only
one oval.
Blender(WIMP)

Skip to question 7.

Multibody Sketcher(SBIM)

Skip to question 22.

Blender
7. Horas e minutos *

8. Explicar como utilizar o UI do Blender * Check all that apply.
Primeiro: Eliminar a Mesh criada automáticamente: Carregar por cima do objecto->Delete-> Click
na textbox que diz delete
Vamos usar principalmente o separador "3D Viewport" no centro.
Para criar uma nova esfera -> Shift-A->Mesh->UV Sphere
Para manipular -> TAB para entrar em edit mode-> S/G/R/E dependendo da operação
Move: Click na esfera e arrastar em object mode, selecionar o que se pretende mover e clicar G
Adicionar Esferas: Shift-A->Mesh->UV Sphere
Scale: Click na esfera->Click em S e arrastar o rato->clicar botão direito do rato
Ir directamente para planos xy, yz, etc., usando o numpad
Eliminar Esfera -> Click Esfera -> Delete -> Click na textbox
Rotação -> Middle Mouse Button
Pan -> Shift + Middle Mouse Button
Mostrar a secção dos modifiers com o subdivision e o mirror
Mostrar pose mode e como fazer simulação fisica com inverse kinematics
9. Horas e minutos *
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10 Testar o Blender *
Dar ao utilizador a liberdade de se familiarizar com o programa e as funcionalidades. Deve ser ajudado
caso sinta dificuldades. E deve ser informado para fazer as questões que achar necessárias.
Check all that apply.
.
11. Horas e minutos *

ATENÇÃO

Avisar o utilizador que esta é a última oportunidade para colocar questões
Avisar também que tem de realizar as tarefas o mais rapido possivel estando o mais parecido tanto quanto
possivel com o modelo

Teste Robot Arm

12. Inicio do teste * Apontar hora e minutos

13. Fim do Teste *
Apontar hora e minutos

14 . Comentarios sobre a experiência

*

15. Tempo *

Teste do Wooden Humanoid model
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16. Inicio do teste * Apontar hora e minutos

17. Fim do Teste *
Apontar hora e minutos

18 Comentarios sobre a experiência *

19 . Tempo *

20. Tarefas extra Check all that apply.
Mandar o utilizador por o boneco em pose de corrida
Pedir para testar em Pose mode
21. Este teste foi o primeiro ou o segundo? *
Para facilitar o "workflow" Mark only one
oval.
Primeiro
Segundo

Skip to question 36.

Multibody Sketcher
22. Explicar como utilizar o Multibody Sketcher * Check all that apply.
Explicar que contrariamente ao Blender esta aplicação funciona por touch interaction
Explicar os diferentes modos (Skeleton, Joint, Physics, Hitbox)
Explicar a widget das perspectivas juntamente com o resto da UI no canto superior direito: Tirar
um screenshot, Import and clean image model, display more camera perspectives, save model locally or
in a file and load it, undo and redo
Create: touch and free draw; Select mode-> tap button; Quando o botão de create é largado as seleções existentes são limpas
Move: touch with double finger and slide; Move selecção sem que o cursor esteja em cima da esfera;
Rotate: movimento de 2 dedos convencional. A rotação é controlada pela posição perspectiva actual da câmara
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Scale: Redimensiona a seleção. O redimensionamento é controlado movimento de pinch com os
dedos
23. Horas e minutos *

24 Teste com o Multibody Sketcher *
Dar ao utilizador a liberdade de se familiarizar com o programa e as funcionalidades. Deve ser ajudado
caso sinta dificuldades. E deve ser informado para fazer as questões que achar necessárias.
Check all that apply.
.
25. Horas e minutos *

ATENÇÃO

Avisar o utilizador que esta é a última oportunidade para colocar questões
Avisar também que tem de realizar as tarefas o mais rapido possivel estando o mais parecido tanto quanto
possivel com o modelo

Teste Robot Arm

26. Inicio do teste * Apontar hora e minutos

27. Fim do Teste *
Apontar hora e minutos

28 . Comentarios sobre a experiência

*

29. Tempo *
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Teste do Wooden Humanoid model

30. Inicio do teste * Apontar hora e minutos

31. Fim do Teste *
Apontar hora e minutos

32 Comentarios sobre a experiência *

33 . Tempo *

34. Tarefas extra Check all that apply.
Mandar o utilizador por o boneco em pose de corrida no modo Physics
35. Este foi o primeiro teste ou o segundo? *
Para facilitar o "workflow" Mark only one
oval.
Primeiro

Skip to question 7.

Segundo

Entrevista Semi‐Estruturada
36. Na sua experiência qual é a parte mais chata/difícil durante o desenvolvimento do modelo 3D?

37 . O que achou de bom no nosso protótipo ?
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38 . O que achou de mau no nosso protótipo ?

39 Que funcionalidade essencial o Blender tem que o Multibody Sketcher não tem? Porquê?

40 . Comentários adicionais

Conclusão
41. *
Check all that apply.
Agradecer e entregar "Brinde"
42. Horas e minutos *
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